TITANIA

Type: Suspension

Light source: 250W T-10 halogen/frosted shielded med. base

Product use: Indoor

Materials: Steel bearing structure, aluminium lamellar shell

Colors: Natural aluminium structure
Filters in violet, yellow, green, blue, red

Description: Light and versatile, the use of a pair of polycarbonate filters allows this lamp to change colour without interfering with the emission of white light. The complex aluminium rib assembly solution reflects light through a transparent and surprising shape. A spherical counterweight allows the lamp to be adjusted in height.

Certifications:  

Awards: Concours de la Création Artistique SIL/Paris 1990
Special mention
Compasso d’Oro ADI Milano 1991, selection
Design Plus Ambiente, Frankfurt 1992, special prize

Reference code: D17 1D1700000520
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